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Zusammenfassung

Die Absorption einer periodisch schwankenden Wärmeener¬

gie auf der Oberfläche eines Körpers erzeugt in dem Körper

sowohl eine periodische Temperaturverteilung als auch einen

Anstieg der mittleren Temperatur. Die periodische Komponente

der Temperatur ist an der Oberfläche am grössten und nimmt

mit dem Abstand von der Oberfläche ab. Mit diesem Temperatur¬

verlauf sind innere mechanische Spannungen verknüpft, die

unter geeigneten Bedingungen ein mechanisches System in

Schwingungen versetzen können. Die Amplitude solcher Schwin¬

gungen ist Über einen grossen Bereich linear von der absor¬

bierten Energie abhängig, wie theoretisch und experimentell

nachgewiesen werden konnte. Diese Erscheinung wurde dazu be¬

nutzt, um Leistungsdetektoren für Mikrowellen in X- und K-

Band zu bauen. Die Verwendung piezoelektrischer und elektro¬

magnetischer Wandler lieferte eine lineare Abhängigkeit der

AusgangsSpannung des Wandlers von der zugefUhrten Wärmelei¬

stung, wobei die Empfindlichkeit von fünf verschiedenen De¬

tektoren zwischen 5 und 0.05 Volt pro Watt mit Zeitkonstanten

zwischen 2 und 0.02 Sekunden lag. Mit diesen Detektoren

konnten Mikrowellen-Leistungen bis herab zu 20 Mikrowatt

noch nachgewisen werden.



Summary

The periodic absorption of heat on the surface of a ma-

terial produces a periodically varying temperature distribu-

tion in the material near the surface as well as an increase

of the average temperature. The periodic component of tempera¬

ture ls largest on the surface and falls off with distance

from the surface. This fact brings about periodic internal

stresses. These stresses under proper clrcumstances can excite

a mechanical System to oscillation. The amplitude of this

oscillation is found theoretically and experimentally to be

directly proportional the the power absorbed on the material

surface over a wide ränge of power. This phenomenon was em-

ployed to construct several linear power detectors for micro-

wave appllcatlon in the X- and K- bands. By using piezoelectrir:

and electro-magnetic transducers a voltage linearly propor¬

tional to the power was obtained. The sensitivitles of five

detectors constructed were between 5 and 0.05 volts per watt

with time constants between 2 and 0.2 seconds allowing power

levels as low as 20 microwatts to be measured accurately but

levels as low as 2 microwatts could be detected.



Olossarv of Terms

a = temperature ooefficient of linear expansion, l/C

ar = temperature ooefficient of resistance, l/C

y = propogation constant of temperature waves, l/cm.

6 b thermal skin depth, cm.

£ strain

3 b complex temperature, C

0, = average surface temperature, C

00 » average temperature, C

V " Poisson's ratio

p = density, gm/cm

p b density per unit length, gm/cm

p

0 b stress, dynes/cm

ip = phase shift, radians

Uj b angular frequency, l/sec

a = constant

C b capacity per unit lenght, farads/cm

B b constant, cm

c b specific heat, J/gm

D = damping factor, dynes-sec/cm

E b modulus of elasticity, dynes/cm

f b frequency, l/sec

b o thickness of the beam, cm

X b current, amps; moment of inertia, cm

k b thermal conductivity, J/cm sec C ; integer index

L b length of the beam, cm

M b bending moment, dynes-cm

m b propogation constants of stress waves in the beam, l/cm

n = integer index



2
P «s power per unit area, watts/cm

P = total power, watts

p = Fourler component of the exciting moment

Q b quallty factor of the mechanlcal osclllator

R = reslstance per unlt length, ohms/cm

R b contact reslstance, Ohms
c

R b external reslstance, Ohms
ex

R„ b film reslstance, ohms

2
r b radlus of gyration, cm

t = tlme, sec

V b voltage, volts

V b ac voltage, volts

V b de voltage, volts
o

V~ b voltage analogous to film temperature

V b voltage analogous to surface temperature

w b width of the beam, cm

w b Fourler component of the beam dlsplacement

x b peak ac dlsplacement of the end of the beam, cm

x,y,z b coordlnates, cm

Z = transmisslon line input impedance



Foreword

This work arose from former measurements of microwave

radlation in wa-ve guides performed by Mr. M. V. Schneider at

the Institut für Hochfrequenztechnik (KTH). Mr. Schneider

suggested the measurement of microwave power in a wave guide

by piezoelectrically determining the electromagnetlc radlation

pressure. Following this scheine Mr. B. Pfeiffer at the Insti¬

tute attempted to measure and to calculate the radlation

pressure upon a quartz crystal present in a microwave cavity.

In these measurements a piezoelectric voltage proportional to

the microwave power was actually found which appeared to in-

dicate that the effect might be caused by electromagnetlc ra-

diation pressure. It became the author's task to further in-

vestigate Pfeiffer's results and to develop a more sensitive

microwave power measuring devlce. When an acoustical pressure

of the same magnltude as the calculated radlation pressure was

applied to the crystal the piezoelectric voltage obtained was

several orders of magnltude less than that voltage due to the

calculated radlation pressure. It therefore had to be con-

cluded that an effect other than radlation pressure must have

been responsible for the excitation of the crystal. A series

of qualitative experiments wlth light and ac power made it

evident that the quartz crystal was excited by periodic ther¬

mal stresses. The work presented here constltutes a systematlc

investigation of the excitation of a mechanical oacillator by

periodic heat absorption and the consequent thermal stresses

as well as an application of this effect to the design of a

broadband measuring device for microwave power.
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INTRODUCTION

The conventional methods of measuring microwave power

make use of the conversion of electrical power into heat. By

definition the temperature rise of a power absorber is a mea-

sure of the power. A known and an unknown power are equal if

their temperature rises in the sarae absorber are the saue.

This equivalent-heating technique presents two problems. The

first concerns the microwave impedance match of the detector

to ensure that the power is completely absorbed and the second

concerns the measurement of small temperature changes in an

environment of changing temperature. Owing to its very natura

the type of detector reported here comes close to solving

these two fundamental problems.

The detection principle can be described in general as

follows. Initially the power to be measured is chopped at some

audio frequency and absorbed on the surface of a suitable ma¬

terlal. As a result periodic temperature waves are excited in

the materlal which are strongest at the surface and fall off

rapidly with distance. The fact that the temperature of the

materlal near the surface is strongly varying in time while

the rest of the materlal is not bringe about internal stresses.

Under proper circumstances these stresses can excite a mecha-

nical system to oscillation. The amplitude of oscillation is

found to be linearly proportional to the absorbed power thus

making such a scheue capable of being used to measure power.

The heart of the power detector is a thin cantilever beam

of quartz osclllating in its first or fundamental mode as

shown in figure 1.
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resistance film

Fig. 1 Cantilever Beam Oscillating in its

First Flexure Mode

If initially displaced the beam oscillates freely for many

cycles before brought to rest by damping. A relatively large

sustained oscillation results if the beam is periodically

exoited at its natural frequency. This mechanical System is

now to be excited by thermally induced vibrations. In order

to absorb the power on the beam a thin resistance film is

evaporated on one side of the beam. The chopped power is then

absorbed on this film. The resulting periodic temperature dis-

tribution is concentrated near the beam surface and produces

a bending moment similar to that produced in a bimetal strip.

The difference is that a bimetal strip bends because the two

sides of the strip have different coefficients of expansion
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whereas here the beam is uniform but bends because the two

sides have different temperatures. If the chopping frequency

corresponds to the frequency of -the First flexure mode the

bending moment is very effective in producing oscillation.

Finally a voltage corresponding to the amplitude of oscilla¬

tion can be produced by either piezoelectric coupling or by

mounting a small coil on the beam moving in a magnetic field.

The linearity between the power absorbed and the ac voltage

makes possible the application of this arrangement as a power

meter. The circuity of this power meter is extremely simple

compared to a conventional power bridge. The ac voltage is

simply amplified and measured. In addition there is no zeroing

Problem due to ambient temperature fluctuations as is the- case

in conventional power meters.

For purposes of theoretical analysis it has been con-

venient to subdivide the treatment of the power meter into

three parts. In section I the absorption of sinusoidal power

on a material surface is examined with reference to the spatial

distribution of the time varying temperature. Moreover, the

behaviour of the temperature as a function of material constants

and of frequency is obtained. Next in section II the results

of the heat analysis are employed to calculate the periodic

bending moment tending to excite the mechanical oscillation.

The differential equation for the motion of the beam is solved

including the thermally excited moment and damping. The result

is a relationship between the power absorbed and the mechani¬

cal amplitude of oscillation.
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The necessary measurements to confinn the model and ana-

lysis used in sections I and II are described in section III.

Of great importance to the experimental investigation is the

ac temperature measurement. In several experiments known

amounts of modulated light as well as of microwave power were

absorbed on a thin film of chromium evaporated on a quartz

Substrate. The resulting ac surface temperature causes an ac

change in resistance owing to the temperature dependence of

the resistance. In this way the ac temperature was measured

and compared to the ac temperature calculated from the power.

Here the agreement between the theory and experiment is less

than 6 $ supporting the analysis of section I.

To test the linear amplitude-power relationship of

section II a nvunber of cantilever beams of quartz were heated

electrically while the beam dlsplacement was measured by a

high power microscope. The agreement between a theoretical

estlmate of the dlsplacement and the experimental dlsplacement

was within the limits that could be expected. Several restric-

tive assumptions had to be made in deriving the dlsplacement.

Vithout them the analysis would have become extremely compli-

cated if at all possible.

The application of the power meter as a useful meaauring

Instrument is discussed in section IV. In addition data from

detectors designed for the X- and K-bands are given. The sen-

sitivities of five detectors constructed were between 5 and

0.05 volts per watt with time constants between 2 and 0.2

seconds allowing power levels as low as 20 microwatts accura-

tely to be measured but power as low as 2 microwatts could be

detected.
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Sectlon V is devoted to a survey of other detectors which

also use linear expanslon as a power measurlng characteristlc.

These detectors are compared to the detector reported here.
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I HEAT ANALYSIS

1.1 Absorption of Heat on a Semi-infinite Medium

Before treating the heat flow through the cantilever

beam (figure l) it is constructive to consider first the

idealized periodic absorption of heat on the surface of a

(l 2 3)

semi-infinite medium^ * 'J'
as shown in figure 2.

HEAT
FLOW

~*

x=o

Fig. 2 Semi-Infinite Medium Used in the Heat

Analysis

The analysis will prove useful in treating the power absorp¬

tion on the surface of a medium of finite thickness and will

contribute valuable physioal insight into the processes in-

volved.

The homogenous source free medium is infinitely extended

in the - y, - z, and + x directions. The heat power,



o

Re P (l + exp(jü)t)) , watts/cm ,

is assumed to be absorbed over the entire yz-plane at x = 0

where m = 2rcf, angular frequency and t = time. The medium at

x. <. 0 is supposed to have zero thermal conductivity forcing

the heat flow at the surface to be in the positive x-direction.

A constant temperature heat sink is supposed to be located in

the yz-plane at x = infinity. From the heat equation,

,
r- V USJ

and the boundary conditions at x = 0, one obtains the

temperature distribution,

P P x

0 (x,t) =
—° exp(ju>t -yx) + Ge g- 1-2

«/Jcüpc K
v

1+.1 ./»PCv
where lü = 211 f and v

•2"

Re 0 = temperature, C

p = density, gm/cm

c = specific heat, j/gm

K = thermal conductivity, J/ cm sec C

0 = average temperature, C at x = 0

x « distance, cm

The complete analysis is given in Appendix AI. Note that there

is a component of temperature which retains the power frequency.

This part of the temperature which varies as exp(jüjt) will

hereafter be called the ac temperature. SinceY has a positive
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real part the ac temperature decays as a function of dlstance

as can be seen In flgure 3 where its behavlour as a function

of time and distance is shown.

RELATIVE

TEMP

y*
2

x\

/<f'— ^^> cr^*^—:=
1»/^ *6 16

<tt %/ / DISTANCE IN

SKI N DEPTHS FROH SURFACE
—

/*' —

Fig. 3 Temperature Near the Surface of a Semi¬

infinite Medium as a Function of Time and

Distance from the Surface due to Periodic

Surface Heating

The thermal skin depth, 6 ,
is defined as the distance at which

the ac temperature falls off to one e— of its value at the

surface, and is given by the expression,

2K

/pü~S
1-3

Some values at frequencles of one hundred and one thousand

cycles are shown in table 1 for several materials.
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TABLE 1

Material 6 at 1000 cps 6 at 100 cps

Sllver 0.23 mm 0.73 mm

Brass 0.10 mm 0.32 mm

Quartz 0.03 mm 0.095 mm

From thls data lt Is apparent that the temperature falls off

very rapidly with dlstance.

The physlcal concept causing the resultlng temperature

dlstrlbutlon can be understood by conslderatlon of a distrlbu-

ted heat capaclty and dlstrlbuted thermal conductivlty. Thls

is most clearly presented In the electrlcal analogy In flgure

k of a transmlssion llne.

Rdx

rAAAAi
Rdx

rAAAA^
Rdx

AAAA
Rdx

rAAAA

"Cdx "Cdx Cdx "Cdx C

Flg. k Electrlcal Analogy of One-Dlmenslonal Heat

Flow
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Owing to the likeness of the differential equationa for

an electrical transmission line and one-dimensional heat flow,

the following terms are analogous:

v(x,t), Voltage and Q(x(t), temperature

l(x,t), Current and P(x,t), heat power

R, resistance per cm. and l/K, thermal reaistance

C, capacity per cm. and pc , thermal capacity

The reader will recognize the unit circuit of the line as a

low pass filter. The distance from a given point to the input

of the line determines the number of RC-filters, so to speak,

acting on the Signal and hence brings about the rapid attenu-

ation of ac-voltage with distance. Moreover, the ac-voltage

at the input to the line is the input ac-current multiplied by

the characteristic impedance of the line calculated at the par-

ticular frequency used.

The ac impedance of the RC-line is

Z =

X
1-h

v
R

which exhibits the same frequency dependence obtained for the

surface temperature,0 ,
of equation 1-2.

1.2 AC Temperature Distribution in the Beam of Finita

Thickness

For the purposes of analysis the beam in air may be re-

presented by a thin slab of materlal between two semi-infinite

media as shown in figure 5*
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Fig. 5 Model Used for the Heat Analysls of the Beam

The heatlng ls assumed to be produced at x 0 as before,

o

Re P (l + exp(j(ot)) watts/om

The analysls ls carrled out In detail In Appendix A2 and will

not be repeated here. Under the assumptlons that the media

are homogeneous, Isotropie, and source free, the resulting

temperature dlstrlbutlon ls

/ , -lut (K2Y2+Kl>l)« Y2*+(K2Y2-K Y^e+Ya* 2Y2h
0(x,t) . P e

JtJt 2 2 1 1
=

2 2vh
X-5

(K Yl+K Y2r + (Vj-^Y/e-'V

For the case 0 £ x^ h and y and K are as previously deflned,

the subscrlpts indlcating to which region they refer. If the

thlckness of the beam, h, ±s relatively large compared to the

skin depth in the material, i.e. h >> 6 ,
and if the thermal

properties of regions 1 and 3 compared to those of region 2
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aro such that Y K^'Y Ki i
*ne expression reduces in tho

limit to the previous expression 1-2 for the semi-infinite

medium,

O(x.t) -^f-.Jut "

\* 1-6

Y2K2

This result could have been anticipated since the temperature

wave die-off so rapidly that a slab several akin depths thick

appears to be infinite as far as the heat wave8 are concerned.

Ve are justified in using this simplified expression to calcu-

late the ac stresses produced in the beam in air since the

above conditions are satisfied.

1.3 Non-uniform Power Absorption

Thus far we have considered only uniform one-dimensional

power flow perpendicular to a plane surface. There is the

possibility that if the power were not uniformly absorbed,

there could be power flow along the surface. Under normal ex-

perimental clrcumstances, however, the non-uniformity in the

power absorption is very small indeed when measured in units

of the skin depth. For most suitable materials the skin depth

is so small that there will be no significant change in the

absorbed power along the surface over many skin depths. There-

fore, the assumption of uniform power absorption is very nearly

satisfied everywhere except at the edges of the resistance

film. This was also confirmed by experiment. The ac surface

temperature on the y-z plane can then be written in the form
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Q(x.y.z.t) =

P°(y'Z)
.*"* " Y*

x_7
/JO)pcvK

where P (ytz) is the power absorbed at a polnt ytz on the

surface.
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II MECHANICAL THEORY

2.1 Calculation of the Amplitude of Vibration

This section deals with the relation between the given

ac temperature distribution within a slender beam of Isotropie

material and the amplitude of Vibration brought about by the

induced thermal stresses. An exaet Solution of the complete

Problem is not known and would be extremely difficult to solve

if at all possible. The principle difficulty lies in the fact

that both oompressional and shoar waves oeeur in the beam

which are coupled by the boundary conditions of vanishing

normal and sheer stresses at the surfaces.

It is however sufficient for our purposes to obtain a

reasonable estimate of the Order of magnitude of Vibration

caused by the known ac temperature owing to the fact that we

want to positlvely identlfy the physical phenomenon implied

rather than to attempt a rigorous analysis of the problem.

Consequently a slmplified model is used which contains the

essential physical features of the problem. It will be shown

that the results calculated from this simple model agree satis-

factorily with the experiment, (See table II).

The bending moment due to a planar temperature distribu-

k
tion, as we have here, is known and is derived for complete-

ness in Appendix A3« From the ac temperature as obtained in

the last section, one can calculate the bending moment for

uniform power absOption,
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PQaE wh

M "

2Pc ü)(l -v )
COa Ut dyne-cm 2-1

where a = coefflcient of linear expansion, 1/ C

E = modulus of elasticity, dyne/ cm

V = Poisson's ratio

w = Beam width, cm

h e Beam thickness, cm

The physlcal cause of the bending moment can be better appre-

ciated if the above expression is rewitten in terms of the

ac surface temperature and the akin depth, equation 1.3-

ae, E
- 2-2
2

where Q, is the ac surface temperature. The terms in the

brackets may be identified as a force, whereas — is its

moment arm, thereby producing a bending moment. The force

may be thought of as the result of a constralned elongation,

Oft
—=

,
in the heated material. The elongation may be regarded

fl 0 E
as further producing a pressure,

*
,
which acts

vT(l -V )
perpendicular to the area, 6w. In this way the pressure,

et 0« E h
SÄ

, times the area, Kv. time the moment arm, tt •

V^2(l -V )
2

yields the bending moment given in equation 2-2.

The thermally induced ac moment, M, excites the Vibra¬

tion of the cantilever beam. The differential equation for

the motion of a slender beam subjected to forced Vibration

and its Solution are discussed in many books '
on mechanics.

The application to our problem is presented in Appendix A4.
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For reasons explained we simplify the problern by assuming

a slender homogeneous Isotropie beam the thickness of which

ls large compared to the skln depth. Purthermore we llmlt our-

selves to small amplitude of osclllatlon about the rest Posi¬

tion of the beam. The cantllever beam ls assumed to be rlgldly

clamped at one end. The acoustical wave length ls assumed to

be large compared to the dlmenslons of the beam, permlttlng

simple bendlng theory to be applied, thus avoiding wave ana-

lysls. Ve will flrst conslder uniform absorptlon of power on

one slde of the beam. We obtain the dlsplacement, x, of the

end of the beam,

aLhw P Q

x(l) - 0.182
x o^J± _y )

cos Ut cm. 2-3

where L s length of the beam, cm.

U
I = area moment of lnertla, cm .

Q «x quality factor of the oscillating system

The vibratlonal amplitude can be more easily understood if

rewltten In terms of the bendlng moment, M, equatlon 2-1.

I2
x(L) (0.182 gj ) MQ cos ü)t cm. 2-k

The terms In the brackets may be related to the stlffness or

spring constant of the beam. This group of terms tlmes a mo¬

ment, M, yields the dlsplacement of the end of the beam as in

a static problem. An alternating moment at the resonant fre-

quency will, of course, produce a larger dlsplacement than a

static moment. In this view the dynamlc dlsplacement at re-

sonance is just raised by a factor Q.
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2.2 Non-uniform Power Distribution

A non-uniform power distribution, P (y), figure 1, along

the beam produces a more compllcated expresslon for the ampli-

tude of Vibration,

^my
a p

k_ qQL

h w cos ült °
,u r

I. \ t uvl a TU cos Uli-

XlL'
3 pcvüJ(1.875Hl -v )

f (my) -^—°- d(my) 2-5

whore f(my) is a normalizing function. Appendix A*» contains

the complete analysis of equatlon 2-5. Thls equatlon is most

important in the appllcation of the beam as a power measuring

device.

The theory haa been developed here for an Isotropie

beam material. The results may be modified to apply to an

anisotropic material llke quartz by appropriate choiee of

material constants. For example the heat flow perpendicular

to the absorbing surface requlred that the thermal condueti-

vity in that direction be used to- calculate the surface

temperature. Furthermore, the coefficient of expansion and

modulus of elasticity tangential to the surface should be

used to calculate the bending moment.
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III EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.0 Descriptlon of Variables to be Measured

The generation of appreciable mechanical vibrations in a

beam by temperature waves of small amplltude may at flrst seem

unlikolyt one may regard the phenomenon as a second order

effect. It is, therefore, doublely important that the experi-

mental investigation confirm the theory as well as exclude

uniquely other possible physlcal effects whlch might be held

responsible for the Signals measured.

The phenomenon is best investigated by means of a three

stage schematic diagram as shown in figure 6. Each stage re-

presents a physlcal process by which one physlcal quantl'ty is

converted to another. The stages may be called, thermal,

thermo-mechanical, and electro-mechanical, respectively. To

confirm the theory offered above the Output of each stage

must be the sole result of the respectlve input. In addltlon,

linear!ty should be required In each stage of the overall

relationship between heat power and electric Signal.
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P-> HEAT .0
THFORY

MECHANICAL

THEORY

MX- ELECTftO-MECHANICAL

THEORY

»V

stage 1 stage 2 stage 3

Fig. 6 Schematic Diagram Showing the Conversion of

AC Heat Power into an Electrical Signal by use

of Thermally Excited Mechanlcal Vibrations

In stage 1 the chopped power, P
,
ls absorbed on the beam

surface producing an ac teraperature distribution, G , near

the surface as described in section I. In stage 2 the ac

temperature produces internal ac stresses in the beam which

further exclte the beam to osclllatlon and produce a displace-

ment of the end of the beam,AX , as described in section II.

In stage J the ac displacement and the accompanying accele-

ration forces produce a voltage, V
,
either through piezo-

electric coupllng at the support or electro-magnetlc coupllng

through a coli mounted at the end of the beam moving in a sta¬

tte magnetic field. Ve now look into each stage separately.

3.1 Stage One, Measurement of the Surface Temperature

This stage is governed completely by equation (l-6);

at x = 0 we have,
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In order to verify this relation between injected heat power

and surface temperature we measure the average ac temperature

on the beam surface by means of the temperature dependence of

the resistance film, figure 1. In all experiments resistance

fllms were evaporated uniformly on quartz slabs which served

as beams. The slabs used were always many skin depths thick

whlch Justify the use of the above equation 3-1. A schematic

diagram of the experiment is shown in figure 7-

Fig. 7 Set-up Used for AC Temperature Measurement

An external resistance, R
, in series with a battery of

voltage, V
,
is connected to the resistance film, R_. The beam

is placed in a wave guide where a known chopped microwave

power heats the surface. The ac temperature caused by the
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chopped microwave power produces a small ac Variation of the

resistance of the film. This change in reslstance in tum

causes a small ac voltage, V ,
which is measured. The strain-

gauge effeot whlch bringe about a change in resistance due

to mechanical deformation of the resistance film has been

shown to be of secondary importance in this experiment. Since

the microwave power is not uniformly absorbed the ac surface

temperature will not be the same everywhere. However, averaging

the surface temperature produced by the absorbed power yields

a relation between the average ac temperature and the total

power absorbed. The final result is then independent of how

the power is distributed. Frora the circuit shown in figure 7»

the average ac temperature, o , is obtained,

Q _

<Rex + Rf>2 lao
3_2

Q> « RexRf Vo
3

The resistance temperature coefficient, o > is measured in a

separate experiment by slowly heating the entire beam in an

oven and measurlng the temperature and reslstance. A directio-

nal coupler is used to measure the microwave power. For a

fixed microwave power the chopping frequency was varied and

the corresponding ac voltage recorded. From the microwave

power the surface temperature present was calculated. Experi-

mental and theoretical results are compared in figure 8.
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Theoretical surface

Temperature

microwave power= 011 watts
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Flg. 8 AC Temperature as a Function of Inverse

Square Root of the (Shopping Frequency Using
Microwave Power to Heat the Film

The dashed curve is the theoretical result based on the micro¬

wave power measured, while the points were calculated from the

measured values of V and equation 3-2. The temperatures have

been graphed versus ( f a frequency) in Order that the

vT

theoretical curve becomes a straight line. The two curves

appear to agree very well except for a displacement of the mea¬

sured curve by 0.002 °C. This difference can be easily ex-

plained since" the theoretical result corresponds to the tempe¬

rature of the quartz surface and the measured value corresponds

to the film temperature. Although the film ls evaporated on the

quartz surface, apparently there was a small thermal contact

resistance associated with the bonding of the resistance ma-

terial to the quartz. The heat, therefore, can not cross the

boundary without a finite temperature difference. The electrical
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analogy introduced in section I can be used to explain this

temperature dlfference. The constant contact reslstance may

be represented by a series reslstance, R , In the R-C filter

analog described in section I and shown agaln in figure 9*

A

Rc Rdx Rdx Rdx

•"tVwvvvvvwaaaa-aaa/^—
1

vf

t

V*Cdx Cdx Cdx

Fig.' 9 Electrical Analogy of Heat Flow Through
the Resistance Film into the Quarts

The voltage representing the film temperature becomes

according to figure 9-

Vf " Vs + X «c

where V = voltage representing surface temperature

I = current representing heat power

R = reslstance representing thermal contact

The values of the components of the analogy for the data used

in figure 8 turn out to be R = 1000 ohms/cm, C = 0.02 micro-

farads/cm. R s 2.7 ohms. Although the value of R is small
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compared to R, figure 8 deraonstrated that it can not be neglec-

ted. The film analogous capacity, C_, corresponds to the heat

capacity of the resistance film and was found to be unlmpor-

tant in the frequency ränge used. Experiments with surfaces of

different roughnesses seem to indicate that the displacement

of the two temperature curves can be made very small by using

a very smooth and very clean Substrate. If we shift the measured

curve to account for the contact resistance the spread of the

theoretical and measured temperature amounts to about + ) )i.

In order to ensure that the measured quantities wäre due

to surface heating alone and not due to some other extraneous

effect the above experiment was repeated by means of chopped

light power in place of the microwave power to heat the film

surface. Before this experiment could be done, however, the

light power absorbed by the resistance film had to be accura-

tely determined. This was accomplished by use of the tempera¬

ture dependence of the resistance film in the circuit shown

in figure 10.
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Audio

Generator

Fig. 10 Set-up for the Calibration of Light Power

As the quartz slab absorbs power its average temperature above

room temperature increases to conduct the heat energy away.

This increase in temperature was followed by use of a Wheat-

stone bridge to measure the change in resistance of the film.

The change in resistance of the film is then a measure of the

temperature and consequently the power absorbed. In this way

the resistance as a functlon of lamp voltage under steady State

conditions was obtained. The film resistance was then heated

again, this time with ac current from an audio generator

while the power absorbed was measured. Because of the capa-

citive coupling of the generator to the resistance film and

the choke in series with the Vheatstone bridge virtually all

generator power was dissipated in the resistance film. With

the two measured relationships, generator power versus film

resistance and lamp voltage versus film resistance, a gauge

of lamp voltage versus absorbed power was obtained. We have
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assumed that the ambient temperature has remained constant

d'iring the entire experiment and that the power distribution

on the resistance film in both cases was the saue. The light

power was then chopped by a rotating disc and the ac tempera¬

ture was measured with the Circuit shown in figure 7- First

for a fixed light power the temperature of the resistance

film was measured as a function of the inverse Square root

of the chopping frequency, figure 11.

aoA
Measured Film S *'

1 s c'

Temperature / *

\s y'
y *

S ' ^Theoretical Surface
0.02 y * \ Temperature

Q00

y s

X s

/ ,' Light Power» tUßwatts

/ •
/ y

/ x

•

0.1 0.2

Fig. 11 AC Temperature as a Function of the Inverse

Square Root of the Chopping Frequency Using

Light Power to heat the Film

According to equatlon 3-1 a straight line through the origin

should be obtained as represented by the theoretical curve.

The shift of the measured ac temperature curve can again be

explained by the existence of a thermal contaot resistance

as discussed in section 3»1 From figure 11 lt can be seen
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that with light the agreement between theoretical and experi-

mental temperatures (about - 5 $) is not as good as it was

with nicrovave power. Thie ±s primarlly due to the diffioulty

in accurately determining the light power.

More confirmation of the validity of the äquivalent Cir¬

cuit of the film-quartz boundary (figure 9) was obtalned by

measuring the ac temperature at different power levels as a

function of the inverse square root of the chopping frequency

as shown in figure 12.

ao6

Q04

Q02

Fig. 12 Average AC Film Temperature as a Function of

Chopping Frequency and Power. The Film was

Heated with Light Power

It can be seen that both the slope of the curves and the inter-

cept with the temperature axis increase with light power.

According to the equivalent circuit this should be the case

as can be seen by substituting equatlon 1-4 into equatlon 3-3
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using V = I Z . One obtains

Vf " X<Rc +^ 3~k

where a is a conatant. All curves In figure 12 can be repre-

sented by this one equation, slnce V and I are proportional

to temperature, 0 , and heat power, P , respectively. This

model of the film-quartz boundary agrees well with the mea-

surements and the difference between the experimental and

theoretical ac surface temperatures lies within the expected

accuracy of the measurement. Consequently we consider the

first stage in figure 6 to be verified.

3.2 Stage Two, Measurement of the Beam Dlsplacement

Stage two deals with the dynamic theory presented in

section XX. The input to this stage is the ac surface tempe¬

rature and the Output is the mechanical dlsplacement of the

beam. We verify this stage by heating the beam surface and by

measuring the ac mechanical dlsplacement of the end of the

beam with a mlcroscope. For slmplicity, the beam surface heating

is accomplished electrically by passing a current through the

resistance film. This, consequently, makes it difficult to

use the same film for a direct surface temperature measure¬

ment. However, the good agreement found between theory and ex-

periment in stage one allows us to calculate the ac tempera¬

ture from the electrical power absorbed and thus to determine

the temperature indirectly. The problem is now the verifi-

cation of the relationship 2-3 between the power, P
, absorbed
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and the dlsplacement, X(l), of the end of the beam. With the

aid of equatlon 2-3 and the material constants^ ' for x-cut

quartz the peak-to-peak amplltude of Vibration becomes

AX = 2X(L) =44.2 10~6 <* L P- 3-5

0) v h

where P = total power absorbed, watts

L,w,h = beam length, width, and thickness in cm.

The displacements measured were of the order of several

hundredths of a millimeter and were measured with a 1000 X

microscope. The mechanical quality factor, Q, was obtained

by measuring the dlsplacement of the beam as a function of

frequency near resonance. Since the resonance is fairly sharp

an electric counter was used to measure the frequency accura-

tely. The results of several experlments are shown in table 2

below.

TABLE 2

Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical

Values of AX for Various Beams

Resonant

Frequency

cps

118

228

279

455
973

118

156
132
42

73

Beam

Width

0.80

0.55

0.47
0.90

0.30

Beam

Length

cm.

5.k
5.3

4.7
2.0

2.0

Beam

Thickness

0.040
0.14

0.15
0.046

0.095

Theo.

AXth.
Exp.

AX
ex.

mm

0.030
0.020

0.014

0.016

0.008

mm

0.041

0.014

0.010

0.009

0.005

AX
th.

AX.

0.73
1.42

1.40

1.78
1.6

As pointed out in section IX we can not expect from the

beginning an accurate agreement between the theoretical and

experimental values of the dlsplacement, owing to the lack of
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an exact theory. As seen from table 2 the ratio of AX /&X

comes surprisingly close to unity which supports the relatively

crude theoretical analysis at hand. Even a ratio of 2 to 3

would have been acceptable under the circumstances in Order to

make evident the correctness of the physical concepts explained

in section XX.

Moreover several experimental inadequacies affect the

agreement between theory and experiment. For instance the

accuracy in measuring a moving objeot under a microscope is

not better than about *_ 20 $ due to the undefined image. Also

the theoretical value of A. X can not be calculated exactly be-

cause the values of Q and the beam dimensions must be obtained

from measurements. Material constants must be taken from hand-

books *
. These errors are estimated to be about +_ 25 $. Tne

prlnciple error has been from the measurement of Q, which re-

quires the measurement of many displacements of the beam.

3.3« Stage Three. Electro-Mechanical Coupling

The electro-mechanical coupling of the mechanical oscil-

lator, that is the relationship between the external mechanical

moment acting on the beam and an electric signal, is dealt with

in stage three, figure 6. This subject is straight forward and

(9)
widely discussed in many books \ therefore, it will only be

briefly treated here. In a number of experiments both piezo-

electric and electro-magnetic coupling to the vibrating beam

was employed. According to the equations of motion and equatlon

A-kO given in Appendix A4 the ac moment acting on the cross

section of the beam at the support are linearly related to the
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beam dlsplacement. Clearly the stresses within the material

supporting the beam are llkewlse linearly related to the beam

dlsplacement. By placing small slabs of piezoelectric material

between the beam and the supporting material as shown in fi¬

gure 13, an ac voltage proportional to the beam dlsplacement

is obtained at the slabs.

Fig. 13 Vibrating Beam With Piezoelectric Coupling

Exact calculatlon of the ac stress distrlbution in the support¬

ing material as a result of the vibrating beam would be very

difficult because of the boundary conditions to be satisfied

at the surfaces of the supporting material. However, an esti-

mate of the ac forces produced in the piezoelectric transdu-

cers in figure 14 has been made. The order of magnltude of the

voltage produced for a given beam dlsplacement agrees well with

that measured.
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It ia also possible to use electro-magnetic coupling at

the vibrating beam by means of a small coupling coil of wire

fastened to the end of the beam moving in a magnetic field

as shown in figure 1^».

Fig. ik Vibrating Beam With Electroraagnetic Coupling

Clearly the ac Signal of the coupling coil is linearly propor¬

tional to the ac beam dlsplacement. The calculated and measured

voltage for a given dlsplacement agreed well. In the experi-

ments performed electro-magnetic coupling provided a higher

voltage therefore electro-magnetic coupling seems to be best

suited in this application.

The verification of stage three completes the chain of

events which leads from the absorbed heat power to the electri¬

ca! signal. The experiments and calculations described have
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verified the physlcal mechanlsm by whlch chopped heat power

excltes a mechanical System to osclllatlon. In the followlng

thermally exclted mechanical vibrations of a cantllover beam

are employed in order to develop a microwave power meter.
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IV MICROWAVE POWER MEASUREMENTS

4.1 General

The linearity of the power-amplitude relationship of the

vibrating beam enables 1t to be used as a power raeasuring

devlce. The power to be measured ls chopped and absorbed on

the reslstance film of the beam. The amplitude of the bonding

inoment is proportional to the slnusoldal component of heat

power at the mechanical resonance frequency of the beam. Al-

though thls devlce can be used to measure various types of

power (for example, ac-electric power, Infrared power, ordinary

light power) it is particularly well suited for raeasuring mi-

crowave power.

k.Z Power Meter Requirementa

The Performance of a microwave power meter depends lar-

gely on the ioipedance of its absorbing element, for example a

thermistor or bolometer element. A mismatch here produces

errors due to incomplete power absorption. Moreover, the Va¬

riation of mismatch with microwave frequency causes frequency

dependent errors which prevent it from being used as a wide

band Instrument. A good impedance match is usually difficult

to accompllsh over a wide band of frequencies and becomes even

more difficult as component dimensions decrease. The reslstance

film of the present detector, however, is relatively easy to

match to a wave guide. The power in this case is allowed to

propagate into the reslstance film without being abruptly ab¬

sorbed at one point in the guide as is the case for bolometers

and therm!s tors.
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In addition to the match requirements, also the sensi-

tivlty of the power meter should be lndependent of microwave

frequency. For instance skin effect in a bolometer can cause

some of the microwave power to be absorbed in the de leads

of the bolometer instead of being completoly absorbed on the

temperature sensitive element. This could cause the sensiti-

vity to be frequency dependent. Vithout proper precautions

the vibrating beam power meter might also display errors which

vary with microwave frequency.

k.3 The Vibrating-Beam Power Meter

Examination of equation 2-5 which gives the relation bet-

ween the oscillation amplitude and the power absorbed shows

that power absorbed close to the beam support is very effec-

tive in exciting the oscillation whereas power absorbed near

the end of the beam is very ineffective. A possible Variation

of the absorbed power distribution along the beam would cause

a Variation of oscillation amplitude with microwave frequency.

Such a Variation would exelude the use of such a device as a

wide band microwave power meter.

It is, however, feasible to develop a wide band power

meter by means of the vibrating beam; the device is shown in

figure 15« The wave guide is slotted in the middle both on top

and bottom permitting the beam to go through the guide. The

resistance film on the beam surface is heated by the micro¬

wave current flow along the beam axis in the y-direction. Owing

to the TEQ1 wave guide mode used these currents are constant

as a funetion of y between the wave guide walls. In other
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locationof support and

piezoeiectric transducer

Fig. 15 Cut-Away Drawing of X-Band and K-Band

Power Meters

words the power dlstrlbutlon as a functlon of y Is constant

within the gulde and zero outside, and therefore the ourrent

dlstrlbutlon does not vary with microwave frequency.

The dlstrlbutlon of power absorbed In the z-dlrectlon

along the gulde is however a functlon of microwave frequency.

The microwave power propagates in the z-direction practlcally

unattenuated untll it reaches the reslstance film where it is

supposed to be completely absorbed. Since the rate of attenu-

ation of power along the reslstance film in the z-dlrectlon

is a functlon of frequency the dlstrlbutlon of power absorbed

across the width of the beam is also a functlon of microwave

frequency. Fortunately the total ac moment which excites the

beam is given by the absorbed power averaged over the total

beam width. This can be seen from Appendix A5- Thus the
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microwave frequency dependence of the power dlstribution in

the y-direction does not influence the amplitude of oscil-

lation of the beam, and therefore, does not exclude the beam

to be used as a wide band power meter.

k.k Microwave Characteristics of the Power Meter

The necessary match requirement was satisfied by using

resistance films in the ränge 100 to 200 ohms per Square on

the beam surface. The match proved not to be substantially

affected by the exact ohmic value within this ränge. An ad-

justable Short placed at the end of the wave guide reflects

the unabsorbed power back to the film. It was found experi-

mentally that the impedance match could be improved by plac-

ing a long narrow wedge of teflon in front of the quartz bar,

as shown in figure 16. This has the effect of concontratlng

the electric fields on the resistance film.

Detectors of this kind, both piezoelectrically and

electro-magnetically coupled, were constructed for X-band

(8-12 Gcs) and K-band (19-26 Gcs). Figure 16 shows the mea-

sured VSWR of two detectors as a function of microwave fre¬

quency .
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X-band

y-1% power
-- reflected

ao 90 mo 11.0 12.0 Gc/sec.

1.6 K- band

U
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1.2

m

1E0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 Gc/sec.

Fig. 16 Voltage-Standing-Wave Ratio as a Function

of Microwave Frequency

The frequency of minimum VSWR can be shifted by changing the

Position of the short circult relative to the quartz bar which

indicates that reflections at the short are present. To en-

sure that most of the power is absorbed the VSWR should be

made as close to 1 as posslble. A VSWR of 2 for example means

that only 11.1 <f> of the incident power is reflected without

being absorbed.

The detector sensltivity versus microwave frequency was

measured with a reference power meter of known sensltivity.

The accuracy of this commercial reference detector on hand

was not better than - 3 $• Figure 17 shows the sensltivity

of two detectors as a function of microwave frequency. The

measured variatlons with frequency are within - 4.5 <$ and

- 6 $ in the X- and K-bands respectively. These variations
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may be partially due to small inaccuracies of the wave form

of the chopped power and of the frequency dependence of the

VSWR. On the whole these measurements confirm that the vibra-

ting beam considering its

+ S1I>

0

-5%|

x-•band

»o *

"«"ff v
~

• *

5.0 °/o

0 e e •

W) 9.0 1Q0 11.0 12.0 Gc/sec.

K-band
5.0%

0

5n<v„

0
» 8

°

-

i»~ -or

»a

•
*

a

a

•

150 2Q0 2£0 240 260 GcAsec.

Fig. 17 Variation of Sensitivity of Power Meter

with Microwave Frequency

simplicity serves satisfactorily as a wide band power meter.

k.5 A Method for Chopping the Microwave Power

A disadvantage of using thermally excited vibrations to

measure power is that the power must be chopped at the beam

resonant frequency. The chopping may either be done at the

Signal source or at the detector. If the chopping is accom-

plished at the Signal source the usefullness of the micro¬

wave power for certain experiments is limited. On the other

hand if the power is modulated at the detector itself the
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power source will remaln undlsturbed and therefore can be

used for any purpose wlthout regard to the power measurement.

Chopping the power at the detector can be easlly achleved

by means of a ferrlte modulator. Vhen the Internal magnetlc

fleld of the ferrlte Is zero the Incldent power Is transmitted

wlth little attenuatlon whereas when the magnetlc fleld Is

large the Incldent power ls almost entlrely absorbed by the

ferrlte. By Square wave modulatlon of the magnetlc fleld

current in the ferrlte the power is alternately absorbed on

the ferrlte and on the resistance film. In this way the micro-

wave power to be measured was chopped in several experiments

wlthout disturbing the source.

4.6 Comparison wlth Conventlonal Power Meters

Comparison of the detector investigated here wlth conven¬

tlonal microwave power meters brings to light both advantages

and disadvantages. Although the present detector is not quite

as sensitive as commerclally avallable power meters, it is very

rugged and hard to damage by overloading. Moreover it can be

used in a wide ränge of ambient temperatures. In addition it

can be very easily constructed even at very high microwave

frequencies. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of the

device may be that it can only measure cw power after the

power has been chopped precisely at a given frequency.

In all measurements made the minimum signal detectable

was limited by acoustical nolse in the room and external Vi¬

bration rather than by thermal nolse. It is, therefore, likely

that strict Isolation from external vibrations or the use of
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a mode of oscillatlon uncoupled to external vlbratlons would

permlt the useful power ränge to be extended to lower power

levels.
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V OTHER DETECTORS USING THERMAL EXPANSION

5.1 BaBic Principle of Detection

The employment of thermal expanslon as a power measuring

characteristic can be accomplished in many ways. Numerous ver-

sions of heat detectors employing this well known phenomenon

are reported in the literature^
~

'. Although these devices

vary substantially in the manner by which the thermal expanslon

is converted into an indication of power, their underlying

principle is the same. In all cases the power, converted into

heat, brings about an increase in the temperature of the heat-

absorbing substance. The resulting increase in dimension and,

or pressure of the absorber, is used as an indication of the

power absorbed. Several heat detectors using thermal expanslon

will now be reviewed for comparlson with the present detector.

5*2 Simple Expansion Heat Detector

This detector^ '
was developed by R. V. Jones and is

shown schematically in figure 18.
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<*> " lamp

lens

photo cell

Fig. 18 Schematic Drawing of Expansion Heat Detector

Xt consists of a rotatable shaft on which a small mirror is

mounted. A thin metal strip goes around the shaft and serves

as the heat absorber. The expanslon of the strip with increas

ing temperature rotates the shaft and mirror. A light beam re

flected from the mirror is detected with a photocell. The

photo current in this way is related to the deflection of the

mirror and thus to the power absorbed on the strip. Although

very simple, this detector is capable of measuring power as

low as 10~ watts.
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5.3 Golay Detector

One of the most sensitive heat detectors known is the

Golay Pneumatic detector* '
. It consists of a small gas-

filled Chamber fitted with a flexible wall which deforms with

changes in the Chamber temperature and pressure. An intricate

optical system registers the minute deformations of the wall

which can be related to the power absorbed in the Chamber.

For Optimum sensitivity and stability the power is chopped.

This device is limited only by the photon noise of the power

received and is capable of measuring power levels as low as

10~12 watts.

5.fr Heat Detector Using Volume Expansion

(12)

This dotectorv ' (figure 19) is composed of two glass

Chambers connected by a narrow tube and filled with a liquid

glass container

power r~Mr\ £ ^-7~^,resistance
absober^.^i-5====^======^^-inl^heater

Fig. 19 Heat Detector Using Volume Expansion
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with a large coefficient of expanslon. A snugly fitting pis-

ton is situated in the middle of the tube. The liquid in the

first Chamber is heated with the power to be measured while

the liquid in the second Chamber is heated electrically with

a known resistor. An unequal expanslon of the fluid in the

two Chambers drives the piston toward the cooler Chamber.

When the piston is in the middle of the tube, the power dis-

sipation in both Chambers is the same. The electrical power

required is then equal to the unknown power. Power as low as

10 watts has been measured using this technique.

5.5 Heat Detection Using Elastic-Vave Generation

(13)

Recently R. M. Whitev ' has used sound waves launched

by time-varying absorptlon of heat on the surface of an elas-

tic material to measure power. The amplitude of the sound

waves produced is linearly proportional to the power absorbed

on the surface and can be measured by means of a plezoelectrl

transducer. The transducer voltage is directly proportional

to the power absorbed. This technique is not very sensitive

but is useful in measuring relatively high power levels in

excess of one watt.
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APPENDIX

AI Heat Absorption on The Surface of a Semi-infinite Medium

The well known differential equation describing heat flow

by conduction is given by,

„2
P°v 89

A ,

70
= ~

a7
A_1

Ve assume a homogeneous, Isotropie, source free, semi-inflnlte

medium, the plane boundary of which is located at x = 0,

(figure 2). A planar, uniform heat source is assumed to exist

over the whole plane, x = 0. A planar heat sink is supposed

to be located at x = + oo . With planar source and sink there

are no varlations of temperature or heat flow in the y and z

directions. Therefore equation A-l becomes

iL
-
p_!v aa. A_2

With sinusoidal Variation with time of the heat flow in the

solid owing to the linearity of equation A-l, a sinusoidal

temperature dependence will result. In Order to find a So¬

lution let 0(x,t) = Q( (x)exp(ju)t) and Substitute this in

equation A-2.

6*0, Jwpc
Tims '-

=

v

G,(x) A-3
dx2

K

An exponential dependence upon x satisfies this equation.

(X Z 3)
A possible time dependent Solution to A-2 is thenv '

,
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i(x,t) = Cx •*«»* -Y*
+ c2 .*»* + Y* A-4

where Y -

* i-±-i /uPCv A-6

In order to see if the above Solutions to the heat equation

are Solutions to the problem under consideratlon and to

uniquely determine the temperature dlstrlbutlon In the me¬

dium we must match the boundary conditlons at x » 0. The

proposed Solution 1s

6(x.t) - Cx •
*"* " Yx

+ C2 eJut + Y* + c3x + C^ A-7

From the deflnitlon of thermal conductlvlty, the power

flow is

P = -K äfi. A_8
3x

o

where P is the power flow per unit area watts/cm .

Substltutlng A-7 into A-8 we have

P = KY[ e~Y*Cl - C2e+Yx] .*»* -

KC3 A-9

At x = 0 the power flow must equal the absorbed power as

glvon in section 1.1 Thus

,[l .*«]Po|l + eJ"-| = KY

P

Therefore C^ - C2 = j^

;y[ci -"] e*üt -KC3 A-10

and c3 =

P
o

K
A-ll

From equation A-7 and A-5 we see that we have a growing and

a decaying temperature wave wlth increaslng x. In the absence
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of heat sources at infinity the value of C^ must be zero.

The final temperature distribution is then

e(x.t) -
j^"* -Y*

+ e -l£ a-12
KY

where 0. is the average temperature at x = 0. This Solution

satisfies the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = oo as

well as the dlfferentlal equation, and is, therefore, unique.

A2 Heat Analysis of the Beam in Air

We now consider heat flow in a simple stratified infi-

nitely extended medium conslstlng of three regions, (figure 5)-

The only heat source present is located in the plane x = 0

and is assumed to be uniform. From the result of the last

section in region 1 of figure 5 (x < 0) the ac temperature

becomes

p

0(x,t) = —|- e+Y,X x^O A-13
Yl 1

where P.. is the ac power flowing into region 1 and origin-

ating at the plane x = 0. In region 2 the ac temperature is

©(x.t) » C1 e" Yx
+ c2 e+ Y% O^x^-h A-l*»

where C1 and C_ are to be determlned. The ac temperature in

region 3 is in a like manner

e(x,t) =
-^2_ e-Y, (x - h) x^h A-15

Y,K,

where P_ is the ac power flowing into region 3.
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Frora the continuity of the ac temperature at x = 0, we ob-

tain from equations A-13 and A-l4

^ - °1 + °2

at x b h we have from A-l4 and A-15

A-16

—2-
= C e_YhC

e+Yn

K^ Cl e C2 e A-17

The power ±s generated at x = 0, and then flows In the +x

and -x dlrectlons. The total power flow 1s the sum of the

individual power flows, thus

Po = Pl + P2 A-18

where P_ ±s the power flow Into reglon 2. Using equation

A-8 and A-l4 we obtain

Po = Pl + W0! "C2> A"19

The power flow must be continous at x = h, therefore

-Y,h

,+Y,h\
P3 « -Y2K2(-Cl .-*" + c2 S*,a)

Using A-17 and A-20 we obtain

A-20

C2 -2V h

Cl

Y2K2 " \*i

Y2K2 + Y,KX

From equation A-16 and A-lp we have

Po = (\Kl + Y^i + (Y,KX -Y2K2)C2

A-21

A-22
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Combining A-21 and A-22 we obtaln

(Y K + Y.KJ
ci " Po 3—^ 5 9VT- A~23
1 °

(y,^ YK2)2 - (Y,^ - Y,K2)2 e-2Y2h

and from A-21 abd A-23

(Y,K2 - Y,^) e-2Y}h
C3 - P„ L_5 —

5 9V>,
A-24

2 °

(Y) Kx Y,^ - (Y,^ - Y2K2)2 e"2^

Finally substltutlng into A-l4 we find the ac temperature

distribution in region 2,

,10)t (Y?K2 Y.K,) e-%* (Y2K2 - v.y.+V'V
0 (x,t) = Po e

^ ^ + ^^ + ^ ^ _ ^ ^)2 e_2Yjh

A-25

The average time independent part of the temperature in

the beam can also be calculated by the same procedura used

above. To avold infinite temperature we have to postulate a

0 heat sink to be located at a finite distance, l ,
on both

sides of the beam as shown in figure 20.
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—

LeW-3*

toreducesA-27equationandK2l»K.h

thatsol>>h,andK2»K.circumstancesnormalUnder

Kjh)+(2K2t
"

Kjh)+(2K2lK^

x

Kjh)

+

(K2l
±

PQl-0(x) A-27
|

xK,h)
+

(K2l7

derivation.

withoutgivonsimplybewillresulttherepetitionavoidTo

£1

A-26C,,x+C]L=Q,0^h^x2region

x)-h+(jr*(=0,
h^x3region

"1
x)+[=-(=Q,

0£x1region

P,
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threetheindistributiontemperaturetheA-12equationFrom

AnalysisHeattheinUsed

AirinBeamtheRepresentingRegionsThree20Fig.
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A typical statlc temperature dlstrlbutlon is shown in flg. 21

'o

h+l

Fig. 21 Statlc Temperature Distribution in the

Three Region Model

A3 Calculation of the Thermally Excited Bending Moment of a

Slender Rectangular Beam

Consider a small lenghtwise section of a slender beam as

shown in figure 22. Slnusoldal power is supposed to be absorbed

on the beam in the yz-plane at x = 0 producing a uniform planar

ac temperature dlstrlbutlon in x as given by A-12 or 1-7- In

(M

order to calculate the bending momentv ', we consider the beam

to be made of a large number of thin laminar Sheets as shown

in figure 23. Bach sheet has an ac temperature depending on

its distance from the heated surface, (A-12).
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resittance

film

Fig. 22 Beam Section Used in Stress Analysis

Fig. 23 Sheet Model of Beam Section
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We begin by assuming that the Sheets are not bound to each

other and are free to expand according to their ao temperature

and their coefflclent of expanslon. Each sheet will, therefore,

have a slightly different length and width. The actual beam,

however, has a fixed length and width. In order that the

sheet model represent the original beam external forces must

be applied which maintain the previous length and width for

every sheet. The stresses required to do this may be calculated

by means of the following stress-strain relationsi

E e = 0 -
v(c + a )

y y
v
x z'

A-29

E e =s o -
v(a + a )

z z vux y'

where e = strain, change in length per unit length
2

CT es stress, force per unit area dynes/cm

E = modulus of elasticity, dynes/cm

V = Poisson's ratio

A change in dimensions in all directions equal to

(a = coefflclent of linear expanslon) occurs as a result of

the heating. To restore the sheets to their original y,z

dimensions, external stresses must be applied which produce

a strain equal and opposite to the thermal expanslon, thus

aG- -ey
= -ez A-30

Substituting these strains into equation A-29 and leting

C =0 since the beam is free to expand in. x, we obtain

-O0E =s

0y
-

V0Z A-31

- 0.0 E ss

(jz
-

v „
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Solving for the external stresses we further obtain

ff-u- " "

a8E

1-V

A-32

qQE

l-v

whlch for the ac temperature distribution given by A-12 are

shown in figure 2h.

ffz<°y

Fig. Zk External Stresses Required to Maintain

the Sheet Dimenslons

These are the external stresses applied to the periphery of

the sheet which are required to maintain the planar dimenslons

of the previously unheated beam.

Now that the sheets have the sarae dimenslons we fasten

the sheets to^ether such that the net internal stress acting
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on a cross section is zero as shown in figure 25.

0 0
z- y

X —

Fig. 25 Internal Stresses in the Beam

Consequently the beam bends to restore equilibrium. From

the condition that the net stress be zero, the stress

distribution in the y-direction needed to calculate

the bending moment becomes

, x a6(x)E 1 a6(x)l
rw 1-V hl 1-v

dx A-33

In this analysis we have assumed the beam to be thin; thus

we have avoided complications resulting from shear stresses.

The bending moment, M, is obtained by integrating the internal

stress distribution about the beam axis over the beam cross

section,
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h

r+ 2

M = w (§ - x) ay(x) dx A-31»

h

"2

Using A-12 and A-33 and assumlng the thermal skin depth to be

small compared to half the beam thickness we obtain the ac

bending moment,

M

P wh aE
o

A-35-= 7-z r cos ü) t
2(i) p cv(l -V)

Ak Calculatlon of the Dynamic Dlsplacement of a Cantilever

Beam

In this section we use the previously calculated ac

bending moment, (equation A-35)i to excite a slender beam

at its resonant frequency in the fundamental flexuro mode.

The beam and coordinates are shown in figure 26.

y=L

Fig 26 Beam Coordinates
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The dlfferential equatlon for the freely oscillating beam is

obtained by applying the force equations to an element of

the beam shown in figure 27.

.m-CMj?

.BEAM AXIS

~y

Fig. 27 Elemental Section of the Beam Used in the

Dynamic Analysis

The dlfferential equatlon then becomes

2

(5)

d2x2 k
d*M

__ d x

—2 - EI -tj. + 0

dy dy
l dt

+

?
34x

Vat2
A-36

where M = the bending moment at x, dynes/cm

I = area moment of inertia, cm

p = density per unit length, gm/cm
1 h
r ss radius of gyration of beam cross section, cm

o

E = modulus of elasticity, dynes/cm

In deriving this equatlon we assume small dlsplacements of

the beam about its rest position. In addition, the small
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motion of the beam in the y-direotion has been neglected.

The last term of A-36 is due to the rotary inertia of the

( S)

beam. It can be shownv ' that this term is very »mall for

a slender beam and may, therefore, be neglected. Equation

A-36 then reduces to

,2„ .k .2
d M

_,.
d x

, „
d x

, nn
EI +0 A_37

dy dy dt

The general Solution is linearly composed of the sum of

Solutions to A-37 which have the form

x = cfc exp( j u)nt - kmny) A-38

where J* =
' _n A-39

n EI

the c. 's are constants with k = 1,-1,j,-j

The boundary conditions imposed on the beam at the support

and at the free end are the followingi

1. The beam is firmly clamped at one end, x(0) = 0.

2. The slope of the beam is also constrained at the

clamped end, -:—(o) = 0.

3. The moment at the free end is zero, —ö-^) = 0.

dy d3x
k. The vertical force at the free end is zero, —ö^L) =

dyJ
Applying these boundary conditions to A-38 yields

cosh m y - cos m y sinh m y - sin m y
*(y) - B ( t—^ 2r -

, „

nT
3

T-) cos tut'
n cosh m L - cos m L sinh m L + sin m L

n n n n

where the values of m are the solutions of the equation,
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cos m L = t- r-
n cosn m L

A-4l

determining the mode and B is a constant. Equation X-kl has

a set of Solutions for m corresponding to the modes which may

be excited. The first three modes are shown in figure 28.

t*

fX

«X

y ~

Fig. 28 Possible Modes of Oscillation of a

Cantilever Beam

To calculate the effect of an external exciting moment, (A-35)>

we solve the differential equation (A-37) under the above con-

ditions, now including a bending moment. The total bending mo¬

ment at any point along the beam is the sum of the thermally

induced moment and the internal moment, which is given accord-

ing to equation A-35 by

,,2 V aEhw

» - EI

Jf
*

2MP,V(1-V)
cos (üt K-kZ
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Substltuting M into equatlon A-37 ylelds

^
0

j2
r. j

d2p
„v.d x

^ >i_ d x
^

D dx o ahw
„_ ,

. « j.«

TT +

KcT^ +

Eidt
= -

TT 2u)Po (1 -v ) cos w
*

A_^3

dy dt dy
r vv '

A damping factor, D, has been introduced to limit the oscil-

lation at resonance. The damping has been assumed to be pro¬

portional to the velocity. We shall later express the damping

factor in terms of the mechanlcal Q-factor or bandwldth of the

oscillation which can be easily measured. To find a Solution

to the differential equatlon which also satisfies the boundary

conditions, we expand the right aide of A-^3 into a series of

normal modes of the beam each of which already satisfies the

boundary conditions. We proceed as follows ':

1. Let x (y) be given by the equation,

cosh m y-cos m y sinh m y-sin m y

x
(v)

- B (
— —

-
— )

nvr/ nvcosh m L-cos m L sinh m L+sin m L' A.-kk
n n n n

where m is determined by A-4l.
n

2. Let x(y) = ^ wn xn^Y^ A_2f5

where x (y) is given in 1. and the w 's are constants.

2

3« **
TT 2aJp:v(l-v) = I Pn -n^) A-46

where P 's are constants and x (y) is given in 1.

pn
V

r 2
d P

o

dy

ah w

2U)p cv(l -v ) xn(y) dy

f <!(y) dy

A-^7
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sinoe the normal modes of the beam, x 's, are orthogonal.

Substituting the function defined in 2. and 3. into the

differential equation we obtain,

£ <£ - Vr - &> Wn **<T> = E Pn *n^> A-48

and, therefore

P_

w = 1 A-if9
1

** P <" JÜ)DX
<"n

~

"ST
"

4Sl>

For the fundamental mode, (n = 0), m is given by the equation

P. 10 §
»o -
" A"5°

When the driving frequency, uj , coincides with the frequency

of the fundamental mode, u^ ,
the amplitude of the first mode,

is given by

JP°Q
* a

-*»I
wo

-

—jp where
Q

= -j—• A-51
m
o

The amplitude of the next higher order mode is

P,

wx
=

*

jj A-52

,
. h UM,2,

.
ml x

( (ml
-

Kl")
" J -Q— >

Examination of equation A-47 and A-52 indicate that the higher

order modes are not appreciablely excited in the case of uni¬

form power absorption at resonance. From equations A-47, A-51,

and A-hk, the displacement of the end of the beam for a uniform
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power distribution becomes

x(L) .

h q Pa 2L
cos

IU P cv 3(moL)2(l -v)

where p is the total power absorbed in watts. If a non-uni-

form power distribution is used the dlsplacement of the end

of the beam becomes

r- I \

d PQ
j/ \

-r v. ... . .
dy^

V ° A-5^

where f (my)

*„(y)
o

o* " B.
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A5 Excitatlon of the Beam by a Non-Uniform Power Distribution

Across the Beam

In the microwave application of the vibrating beam of

section XV non-uniform power absorption across the beam width

arose. The influence of such a dlstribution on the amplitude

of Vibration of the beam will now be consider.ed.

In section 1.3 we pointed out that for slow variations

of power along the absorbing surface the ac temperature dls¬

tribution at a point x,y,z near the surface of the beam is

determined by the power absorbed on the surface at x = 0,

y,z. The power dlstribution, constant in y but varying in z,

figure 22, therofore produces a temperature dlstribution which

is constant in y but variable in z. To calculate the internal

stresses and thus the moment exciting the beam, we repeat the

derlvation of the moment presented in appendix A3 this time

including the temperature Variation in z. The elongation of

the sheets in the beam model becomes

^ J e(x,z) dz = - ez(x) A-55

w

6(x,z) dz b - e (x,z) A-56

1

in place of equation A-30. The moment obtained by substitut-

ing A-55 and A-56 in A-2° and further by solving for 0 .

This stress is then integrated to obtain the total bending

moment M with the aid of equation 1-71

' »I
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x h a E
dP-

M *

20JPcv(l -v)
COS "> * dz~ dZ A"57

and we obtain

w h a E P

M "

zmpc (i -v ) oosut A"58

as was found for a uniform power distribution, A-35» This

proves that under the simplifying asaumptlons of Appendix A3

the total bending moment is independent of varlatlons of tem¬

perature in the z-direction. The average temperature in this

case is the only quantity required.
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